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ABOUT LUXURY 
LIFESTYLE AWARDS

• Luxury Lifestyle Awards is one of the world’s most 
recognized and respected brands, providing assurance 
of the highest quality, and representing pioneering 
excellence and innovation.

• Luxury Lifestyle Awards is a global award selecting, 
recognizing, celebrating and promoting the best luxury 
goods and services all over the world.

• Our goal is to connect people with the best of luxury. We 
evaluated more than 10 000 goods and services in 400 
categories from 60 countries and analyzed the results to 
give you a TOP list of the best of the best in the world!
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Today we can safely say that primacy in coverage of 
the world of luxury and marketing campaigns is 
shifting to Influencers and bloggers. 

Luxury influencers and bloggers have become the 
authoritative guides to the luxury sector for a large 
number of consumers. They have earned the trust of 
users to choose and buy exclusive products and 
services of the highest quality.

The intimacy, positive emotions, and meaningful 
connections that influencers create are important not 
only for consumers, but also for luxury brands. The 
industry knows many examples of how a personalized 
relationship between a brand and its customers is the 
way to build audience trust and present its best 
features. Top bloggers and influencers are the best 
intermediaries for building these relationships, acting 
as a liaison between luxury brands and their audiences.
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Having started in the field of the best exclusive products and 
services in 2008, the Luxury Lifestyle Awards have been 
active participants in the luxury industry over the years and 
have had the opportunity to observe its evolution. One of the 
key changes in the sector has been the digitalization of 
media content and its transition to online. This, in turn, has 
opened up opportunities for talented content creators to 
show their best qualities by broadcasting a sophisticated 
sense of taste and views on the luxury lifestyle to audiences 
of millions.

Luxury Lifestyle Awards experts have shortlisted the world's 
most trusted Influencers, whose credibility is proven by LLA 
wins and the trust of millions of followers.
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HOW DO WE FIND THE BEST

Online Desk Research

HOW DO WE FIND THE BEST
Online Desk Research
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As a result of a rigorous study by the Luxury Lifestyle Awards expert 
committee and based on an unprecedented understanding of the 
demands of discerning readers, the TOP 100 Best Luxury Influencers and 
Bloggers in the World have been selected and awarded, featuring the 
leading personalities who define luxury every day. 

Check out the list below of the world's top 100
influencers and bloggers who benefit both
luxury brands and their audiences by helping
them find each other and build lasting trust
between them.
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LUXURY LIFESTYLE AWARDS 2022 
TOP 100 BEST LUXURY INFLUENCERS & BLOGGERS IN THE WORLD

INFLUENCER ABOUT REFERENCE

izkiz
Jennifer, or 'izkiz' is an instagrammer, travel photographer and content creator from the UK 
who writes hotel reviews and talks about high quality products she's enjoying. 

https://www.izkiz.net/

Tara Milk Tea 

'Tara Milk Tea' is an Australian luxury travel influencer and blogger with over 1 million 
followers from Australia who’s mastered the world of luxury by showcasing her travels to 
lavish hotels in destinations such as Bali and Dubai, while promoting brands such as Louis 
Vuitton, Chloe and Dior. 

https://taramilktea.co/

Leonie Hanne

German fashion blogger, cover star, and haute couture fan Leonie Hanne is a former strategy 
consultant who has grown into one of the biggest luxury fashion influencers, collaborating 
with prestigious brands such as Louis Vuitton, and traveling abroad with the likes of Dior 
Makeup.

https://leoniehanne.com/

Lorna Luxe

“Breathe it all in, Luxe it all out". 'Lorna Luxe' is a British fashion influencer, blogger and 
entrepreneur who decorates her Instagram feed with luxury outfits and shares her 
extravagant lifestyle when travelling across the world to shoot her fashion collections, often 
collaborating with high-end fashion brands such as Joseph and Ralph Lauren.

https://www.instagram.com/lornaluxe/?utm
_source=ig_embed&ig_rid=f0f04630-f036-
4966-8e5e-b9a671c7c517

world of wanderlust
Brooke Saward, creator of the Solo Female Travel Blog, manifested the 'World of 
Wanderlust' blog as a space to inspire young people to travel more and to travel alone. 

https://worldofwanderlust.com/

Amelia Liana
London blogger, jewelry line creator, and beauty editor, Amelia Liana is a style and beauty 
influencer who shares her love of luxury products with us, taking us with her on her 
shopping sprees, tours of her wardrobe, or glamorous getaways. 

https://amelialiana.com/

Sofia Krarad

Sofia’s Instagram profile is a tasteful spread of experiences from around the world, whether 
skiing through snowy mountains, scouting Switzerland from the sky in a chopper, camel rides 
through a safari, beach tanning, or taking a dip in the Tibumana Waterfall in Bali, Sofia has 
had impressive collaborations as a travel influencer.

https://www.instagram.com/sofiakrarad/
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TOP 100 BEST LUXURY INFLUENCERS & BLOGGERS IN THE WORLD

INFLUENCER ABOUT REFERENCE

Murad and Nataly Osmann
Murad and Nataly are the award-winning, luxury travel, influencer couple behind the often-
imitated “Follow Me To” meme, which features a beautiful woman pulling the photographer 
toward an equally beautiful destination.

https://www.instagram.com/followmeto/?hl=
en

The Blonde Abroad
Kiersten, aka 'The Blonde Abroad', left her corporate job in finance to travel the world, and 
today inspires her 520,000 Instagram followers with mesmerizing images, travel tips, packing 
guides, and videos, and has launched her own female-only travel company.

https://www.theblondeabroad.com/

Studio McGee Blog 
Dynamic duo Syd and Shea McGee have formed a design empire with 'Studio McGee'- a full 
service interior design studio with a distinct eye for bold and beautiful design and decor, with 
one directive in mind - to “Make Life Beautiful.” 

https://studio-mcgee.com/

Design Milk 

'Design Milk' feature the coolest boutique hotel design, then give ideas on easy DIY projects 
anyone can tackle.  Always fresh and never sour, 'Design Milk' fills your thirsty cup (and 
shopping cart!) to the brim with design finds, and trends in architecture, interior design, 
automotive, fashion, technology and art from around the world. 

https://design-milk.com/

From Luxe With Love
'From Luxe With Love', based in Sydney, Australia, envelopes all things style, beauty and 
travel.

https://fromluxewithlove.com/

Christina Tan
Christina, aka 'Sassy Chris', is a world-wide leisure traveler and photographer with a Top 8 
Luxury Travel Instagram account, offering restaurant and hotel recommendations, and info 
on attractions and activities in beautiful locations around the world. 

https://www.sassychris1.com/

Kelley Flanagan
Kelley gained a social media presence after appearing on the reality show, 'The Bachelor', 
and from there grew her platform and career as an influencer and content creator, 
partnering with companies and brands she's passionate about.

https://www.kelleyflanagan.com/
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INFLUENCER ABOUT REFERENCE

The VIVALUXURY
Annabelle Fleur started her love affair with fashion while working with a Hollywood designer 
Elisa Ferare, who said “dare to dream and all you wish for will come true” and started her 
fashion blog which is a showpiece for how she lives, breathes and dreams fashion. 

https://thevivaluxury.com/

Becki Owens
Becki Owens is a Southern California based interior designer and lifestyle influencer, with 1.4 
million Instagram followers, known for her modern and inviting designs - from intimate 
remodels to complete custom builds.

https://beckiowens.com/blog/

Jack Morris

Travel photographer Jack Morris, currently living in Bali, is known as a world traveler, 
influencer, and YouTuber behind the account 'Do You Travel', who offers photography 
presets for his followers and has collaborated with companies such as Visit Abu Dhabi, 
Chopard, Adobe and many more. 

https://www.instagram.com/jackmorris/?hl=
en

Style by Emily Henderson
'Style by Emily Henderson', a home decor blog, is all about blending styles - from being an 
interior designer, to author, to TV host, Emily's been a source of inspiration to the design 
community with the empire she's built.

https://stylebyemilyhenderson.com/all-posts

Jeremy Austin
Photographer Jeremy and his girlfriend Angie started a travel blog that features classy 5-star 
resort and hotel getaway inspiration, and recently released a YouTube vlog on their luxury 
experience in the Maldives.

https://www.instagram.com/jeremyaustiin/?
utm_source=ig_embed&ig_rid=a2b3a5f8-
36ef-4068-921b-63f77b80d52f

chris LOVES julia
'Chris Loves Julia' is all about this couple of progress-embracing home renovators, bloggers, 
brand ambassadors, and educators who love modern cottage design, s’mores around the fire pit, 
and their three cute kids (but not in that order).

https://www.chrislovesjulia.com/
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Shalini Chopra
Shalini Chopra is a fashion and luxury lifestyle blogger from Bangalore, India, with a goal of 
introducing readers to Indian fashion and a luxury lifestyle. 

https://www.instagram.com/stylish_by_natu
re

The Luxe Insider

'The Luxe Insider' was founded by Francois Le Hecho,  and together with his travel 
companion and some international writers, he highlights the best of what the luxury travel & 
lifestyle industry has to offer, including reviews on luxury hotels, airlines and lounges, and 
honest opinions, without commercial or brand-defined content.

https://www.theluxeinsider.com/

Caviar & Cashmere
Los Angeles based blogger-turned-entrepreneur, Caitlyn Chase has amassed a serious online 
following of luxury lifestyle lovers since the launch of her blog, 'Caviar & Cashmere', where 
she aims to inspire her readers with all things luxury fashion, beauty, travel and lifestyle. 

https://www.caviarandcashmere.com/

Cococozy

A Los Angeles native, Colette Shelton, also known as 'Coco' is one of Forbes Magazine’s Top 
30 Influencers, an entrepreneur, design blogger, home furnishings designer and creator of 
the 'Cococozy' brand, with her own textiles collection, and her own 'docu-design' series, 
currently streaming on Amazon Prime Video and Roku. 

https://cococozy.com/

The Luxury Traveller
Jarvis is a London based, ‘frequent flyer’ who travels business or first class across over 
100,000 miles a year, and his blog includes best luxury travel experiences and tips, and is 
packed full of reviews of airlines, airport lounges, flying experiences, and restaurants.

https://theluxurytraveller.com/

Chelsea Kauai

Chelsea Yamase is an adventure-seeking, Hawaii-based creative luxury travel influencer with 
a growing YouTube channel, who has visited more than 53 countries in the past 3 years and 
has documented her journey, partnering with luxury brands such as Shangri La, Four 
Seasons, Land Rover and much more. 

https://chelsea-kauai.com/
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LUXEAT

Lithuanian ex-supermodel and world-food ambassador, Aiste Miseviciute’s first food-focused 
platform has grown into an international culinary hub called 'Luxeat', which explores and 
critiques the world’s best restaurants and meal experiences, gourmet landmarks and 
gastronomical trends.

https://www.luxeat.com/

EyeSwoon

Athena Calderone,  renowned for her graceful yet juxtaposed pairings, is a multidisciplinary 
creative whose work spans design and entertaining, and is the founder of 'EyeSwoon' - a great 
source for general lifestyle advice, whether readers are looking for home décor styles or the 
next best thing to make for dinner. 

https://eye-swoon.com/

LUXE TIFFANY
Tiffany Dowd is a global luxury hotel expert, travel influencer and founder of 'Luxe Social 
Media®' who shares her restaurant and hotel finds with her almost 86,000 followers. 

https://www.luxetiffany.com/

Pilot Madeleine
Madeleine from Munich started 'Pilot Madeleine' in 2015, and has been blogging about the 
beautiful things in life since then, providing readers with travel tips, recipes, tips for family life, 
and her own Instagram story stickers.

https://www.pilotmadeleine.de/?lang=en

Southern Curls & Pearls
Caitlin established 'Southern Curls & Pearls' in North Carolina and discusses outfits, beauty, 
travel and wellness.

https://www.southerncurlsandpearls.com/

Women's Concepts
'Women’s Concepts' aims to become readers' friendly space and favorite source of all things
skincare and beauty with a purpose to deliver top-notch content to help readers decide what 
beauty routine is best for them.

https://womensconcepts.com/

Luxe Digital
'Luxe Digital' celebrates all the luxuries that make our lives richer —intellectually, aesthetically 
and emotionally, and is championing a new definition of luxury that is beyond bling, 
unpretentious, conscious, and promotes, elevated living. 

https://luxe.digital/
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INFLUENCER ABOUT REFERENCE

Lark & Linen
Talented interior designer from Toronto, Jacquelyn Clark, the woman behind 'Lark & Linen', 
lives and breathes interior design and lifestyle inspiration.

http://www.jacquelynclark.com/

Girl Eat World
“Eating my way around the world" - 'Girl Eat World' is a blog that records Mel's travel tips, 
food stories, and storytelling - her 3 main passions.

https://www.instagram.com/girleatworld/?hl
=en

Salty Luxe
'Salty Lux' by Sarah is a destination guide magazine for beach lovers, the discerning, the 
affluents, and the ambitious who dare to think innovatively at a time of unprecedented 
change.

https://saltyluxe.com/blog/

Kristine Pressley
Kristin Pressley started a fashion and lifestyle blog in 2015, where she shares affordable 
fashion finds that readers can incorporate into their everyday style.

https://www.kristincpressley.com/

Lux Life London

'Lux Life London' is a luxury lifestyle and travel blog by Londoner, Catherine Lux, who is 
currently based in Sydney, Australia, that explores the world through food and good times, 
and is a mixture of travel, events, restaurant reviews, her social life within London’s ‘old 
style’ Clubland, recipes, fashion and beauty. 

https://luxlifelondon.com/

Liz Marie Blog
The list of top design and home decor blogs wouldn’t be complete without including 'Liz 
Marie Blog', who shares DIY project tutorials, adorable farm animals, re-doing furniture, 
crafts, interior design, makeup, and military wife advice. 

https://www.lizmarieblog.com/interior-
design-blog/

krumbled
'Krumbled' by Australian Keira Rumble is an online destination for the modern day woman, 
discussing travel, healthy living and lifestyle.

https://krumbled.com/
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Trendy with a passport
'Travel blog 'Trendy With a Passport' by Heidi encompasses affordable ways to travel, 
modestly-budgeted clothing, expensive looks-for-less for the home, and everyday fashion.

https://trendywithapassport.com/

Young Adventuress
'Young Adventuress' by American Liz is a space where culture, travel, and misadventure 
come together.

https://youngadventuress.com/

Apartment34
'Apartment 34' offers inspiring tips and ideas for an intentional approach to modern living, 
sharing sophisticated décor, style, design trends, travel, food & beverage, classic fashion, 
beauty, recipes, and entertaining tips.

https://apartment34.com/

Dukes Avenue
'Dukes Avenue', founded by Sarah Barthet is a personal blog, luxury lifestyle brand & online 
resource for the modern woman looking to luxe up her life - whether that's through travel, 
fine dining or the latest beauty must-haves.

https://dukesavenue.com/

Carmen's Luxury Travel
'Carmen's Luxury Travel' is dedicated to sharing lush travel and lifestyle experiences from all 
around the world.

https://carmensluxurytravel.com/

Suite Life
Elo and Per, a French fashion addict and a Danish marketeer are passionate about traveling, 
photography, working with some of the world's most exclusive brands and all the good and 
gourmet things in life, and this is all showcased in their travel blog called 'Suite Life'.

https://www.suitelife.blog/

The Luxury Editor

Edinburgh based 'The Luxury Editor' is the trusted tastemaker and lifestyle companion for 
those that celebrate living and enjoy the best; a digital guide that informs, inspires, and 
entertains; not only the exclusive and the luxurious, but also the unusual, innovative, and 
new.

https://theluxuryeditor.com/

Melissa Findley
Melissa Findley's extensive portfolio includes travel, adventure, portraits, landscape, lifestyle, 
and charity.

https://melissa-findley.com/blog
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Coco Lapine Design
'Coco Lapine Design' is run by Sarah, a Belgian designer currently residing in Munich, 
Germany, with an eye for combining her love of graphic and interior design to create striking, 
DIY spaces. 

https://cocolapinedesign.com/

The Design Files
'The Design Files', founded by Melbourne stylist Lucy Feagins is Australia’s most popular 
digital design publication, covering real Australian homes, gardens, art, architecture, interior 
design, furniture, textiles, homewares, food, and more! 

https://thedesignfiles.net/

AND A THOUSAND WORDS

‘And A Thousand Words’ is the work of Dutch blogger, Merel, a recent fashion graduate, 
passionate about food, healthy living, fashion and travel, who has been working for various 
jewelry brands around the globe and posts dreamy, romantic, other-worldly images from her 
enveloping travel destinations.

https://andathousandwords.com/

The Beauty Look Book
'The Beauty Look Book' by American, Sabrina, is dedicated to highlighting all things beauty 
including makeup, fragrances, hair care, skincare and more with some lifestyle elements 
mixed in.

https://thebeautylookbook.com/

Zeeba Life
Claudia is a travel blogger, lifestyle influencer, wife, mom and vegan who focuses on digital 
marketing, advertising and content creation for luxury brands, and sustainability while 
exploring the world the luxurious way. 

https://zeebalife.com/

Pierre Schuester
Pierre is a 29 year old Parisian who travels the globe, favoring more contemporary hotels, 
and gives his readers tips on luxury hotels in the city of love, and other magical cities around 
the globe.

https://www.instagram.com/pierreschuester
/

Decorilla Blog
When it comes to home decorating blogs and getting into designers' heads, 'Decorilla' covers 
everything from seasonal décor to the latest and greatest design trends. 

https://www.decorilla.com/online-
decorating/
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Shiva Safai Houweling
Businesswoman Shiva Safai is a model, and influencer based in Monaco with her own opulent 
jewelry collection - an entrepreneur who shares her business journey and luxury lifestyle journey 
and has worked with high end brands such as Piaget and many others.

https://www.instagram.com/shivasafai/

NewBeauty

'NewBeauty' inspires, educates and guides women to make smart, informed and confident 
beauty choices, from the latest beauty, hair, skincare and makeup products, aesthetic treatments 
and cosmetic enhancement procedures, to advancements in health and wellness, through its 
scientifically-backed network of print, digital and multimedia platforms. 

https://www.newbeauty.com/

Luxury Columnist
Suze and Paul have created a luxury travel blog, London blog and luxury fashion blog rolled into 
one (with a sprinkling of photography), and aim to help everyone experience a little luxury in 
their lives.

https://luxurycolumnist.com/

Lauren Bullen
Co-founder of @tonestudioapp, Lauren Bullen's Instagram feed is full of shots of the influencer 
relaxing on a beach, in her home bases, Bali or Australia, and of her travels around the world. 

https://www.instagram.com/gypsea_lust
/?hl=en

Sweet Like Oyin
After searching for a work-life balance, Oyin is now a full time explorer, brand curator and travel 
entrepreneur, inspiring people to live a life they love, and providing readers with tools to 
improve their storytelling and branding through captivating images and videos. 

https://sweetlikeoyin.com/blog/

Jetset Christina

Known online as 'Jet Set Christina', Christina is a blogger, and partner of many top-tier brands, 
who has turned her passion for travel, wine, swimwear and shameless love for all things luxury 
into one of the most compelling, honest, and useful luxury travel and lifestyle resources online 
today. 

https://www.jetsetchristina.com/
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SA Décor & Design
South African Décor and Design is a media house specializing in the publication of an annual 
guide for the industry, as well as a content-rich website and blog which work in harmony to 
support their diverse selection of advertisers. 

https://www.sadecor.co.za/interior-design-
blog/

Sheer Luxe

'Sheer Luxe' is one of the UK’s leading online fashion and lifestyle publishers who ask readers 
to think of them as a cooler, in-the-know friend, updating them with news, views, edits and 
opinions on all things relevant and desirable for the modern woman, from fashion and 
beauty to careers and travel.

https://sheerluxe.com/

One World Just Go
'One World Just Go' is a high class travel blog founded by Australian Tanya, dedicated to 
uncovering the best places and experiences around the world to inspire young travelers.

https://oneworldjustgo.com/

I am Aileen
'I am Aileen' is an award-winning, solo female travel blog brought to life by Aileen Adalid
from the Philippines featuring travel guides, resources, tips, and videos from all over the 
world.

https://iamaileen.com/

decor8
Holly Becker founded 'decor8' with the intention of shining a spotlight on the latest decor 
ideas and trends, and to share the most creative people, places and things to inspire readers 
to decorate their own homes with style, comfort, and heart. 

https://www.decor8blog.com/

Interior Style Hunter
'Interior Style Hunter' is the award winning London based luxury interior design blog 
dedicated to giving readers design and lifestyle inspiration. 

https://interiorstylehunter.com//

Ruth Crilly
Former fashion model Ruth Crilly uses her insider knowledge of the fashion industry with her 
design blog to bring women tips on beauty and style, lifestyle, health and wellness, and home 
and family.

https://www.ruthcrilly.co.uk/
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Csaba Hubert
Chaby is a Hungarian digital creator, digital influencer, blogger and content creator, based in 
Budapest, who focusses on Men's lifestyle and fashion.

https://www.instagram.com/smizedivat/

Silvia Lawrence
Silvia, owner of 'Heart My Backpack' is an American-Norwegian who guides travelers on 
exploring the most beautiful corners of the world with a touch more luxury, while still 
experiencing local life.

https://www.heartmybackpack.com/

Uniquely Julz
Ready to feel beautiful, healthy, and confident? Julia shares all things fashion, beauty, health & 
wellness, with a little side of travel. 

https://www.uniquelyjulz.com/

Farh from Ordinary
Farheen is a research and development scientist by day and a blogger by mid-afternoon, who's 
hobby turned into the Chicago fashion, lifestyle and travel blog 'Farh from Ordinary'. 

https://farhfromordinary.com/blog/

Cate St Hill
Cate is a design and interiors writer, blogger, stylist and consultant, drawn to Scandinavian-
inspired spaces, and based in South London, UK, who aims to show minimalistic, stylish spaces 
that feel authentic, honest, warm, and inviting.

https://catesthill.com/blog/

La Dolce Vita
'La Dolce Vita' is a style blog and readers' interiors resource for simple, stylish living that’s 
curated with meaning, honesty and intention to make up "the sweet life".

https://www.ladolcevitablog.com/

Priscilla Eslo
Nicaraguan born Priscilla Eslo's blog was born in 2014 as a source of inspiration for women, 
men and moms who are interested in budget friendly fashion, trends, beauty tips and a lavish 
lifestyle.

https://www.priscillaeslo.com/

Off The Path
'Off the Path' is the adventure travel blog for extraordinary experiences, aiming to share 
practical travel tips, and inspire readers to discover countries and the unknown.

https://www.off-the-path.com/
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Julie Sariñana
Lifestyle influencer Julie Sariñana strives to create beautiful content to inspire and help her 
readers achieve their goals, living by the motto ‘Dream, Believe, Achieve’.

https://www.instagram.com/sincerelyjules/

Lauren Conrad
Lauren Conrad, after starting her fashion brand 10 years ago, now has her own beauty line 
which is a vegan, cruelty-free, certified-clean, Peta-approved, and ethically sourced brand, 
formulated without any harmful ingredients.

https://www.instagram.com/laurenconrad/

Ania B
'Ania B', initially a fashion inspiration blog, has evolved into being a creative platform for both 
Ania Boniecka and Tyler Stalman to showcase their work, travel, finance tips, fitness, home 
decor, technology and sartorial endeavors through photography and video.

https://aniab.net/

Hygge for Home
Reena, the voice behind 'Hygge for Home' - a lifestyle journal inspired by the coziness of 
Scandinavia, is a blogger mom who has mastered the look of comfortable and cozy interiors.

https://hyggeforhome.com/category/blog/

Wanderful Traveler
Melissa designed 'Wanderful Traveler' to help wanderers discover great products that fit 
their lifestyle, and inspire them with their travel plans, whether it’s a weekend trip, long term 
travel, multi-country adventure or a stint living abroad.

https://wanderfultraveler.com/

Every Steph

Stefania is a full time traveler and digital nomad originally  from Italy, and with her blog 
'Every Steph' and her social media, she attempts to redefine the stereotype of the eco-
traveler and wants to show readers that sustainable travel can easily go hand in hand with a 
touch of luxury.

https://www.everysteph.com/

Notes of a Northerner
Sophie and Robbie's 'Notes of a Northerner' is a creative platform documenting Sophie’s 
adventures around New Zealand and the globe, and also showcases her content creation, 
social media management and marketing services. 

https://notesofanortherner.com/
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The Inspired Room
Melissa Michaels, multiple New York Times bestselling author, and creator of 'The Inspired 
Room', started her decorating blog to help readers love their home. 

https://theinspiredroom.net/

Pierre Blake
Luxury travel, lifestyle and food blogger, Pierre, scours the globe for lavish experiences, 
presenting only the premier hotels, restaurants, and attractions to his audience.

https://pierreblake.com/

The StyleTraveller
Bonnie Rakhit is an award-winning fashion and travel editor, influencer and blogger who 
brought 'The Style Traveler' to life - a guide to some of the world’s coolest hang outs and 
great places to shop, eat, sleep, drink and party when travelling.

https://thestyletraveller.com/

The Wining Hills
'The Wining Hills' are an adventure couple and travel bloggers, Madeline and Jerome Hill, 
based in Sydney, Australia, inspiring people to travel and search for great wine with an 
incredible view!

https://www.thewininghills.com.au/

Girl gone Abroad
'Girl Gone Abroad' is a travel blog that invites readers to follow along for travel itineraries, 
photography and travel tips, lifestyle and dating, expat and nomad life, and beautiful travel 
experiences around the globe.

https://www.girlgoneabroad.com/

Georgina Patient
Georgina started the 'Style Mother' fashion and lifestyle blog for everyday outfit inspiration, 
and to highlight 3 factors that are personally important to her - 'style', 'mother' and 'beat'.

https://stylemotherbeat.co.uk/

Cassandra Lavalle

Cassandra LaValle founded 'Coco Kelley' in 2007, and has a mission to curate and create 
fresh ideas for a well-styled life, from interiors and parties, to travel, food, entertainment, 
and fashion, she approaches it all with an urbane eye that captures the essence of effortless 
sophistication.

https://cassandralavalle.com/

Carl Cunard
Carl Cunard is an Instagram model, fitness instructor, and content creator ready to inspire 
others with his advice on men’s fashion, lifestyle, grooming and makeup.

https://www.instagram.com/carlcunard/
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Philip Deml
Germany-based Philip Deml is a passionate entrepreneur, blogger, influencer and model from 
Frankfurt who focusses on menswear, lifestyle and fitness. 

https://www.philipdeml.com/

Living my best Style
The 3 trendy loves that Katie shares in her blog 'Living My Best Style' - helping girls feel their 
most confident, decorating and cooking.

https://livingmybeststyle.com/

J&B Global
From Europe to the Cook Islands, and everywhere in-between, Jamie and Blake are determined 
to show their readers the world's beauty and charm. 

http://jandbglobal.blogspot.com/

Take my heart everywhere

'Take My Heart Everywhere', was brought to life by Francesca and Tommaso - bloggers, 
photographers and editors, and shares their story, adventures, passions, love and knowledge, 
them spending time with their community, and collaborating with small travel and lifestyle 
brands. 

http://takemyhearteverywhere.com/

The Simply 
Luxurious Life

'The Simply Luxurious Life', by Shannon Ables, covers food, relationships, travel, style, beauty, 
health, entertaining, finances and decor, and has a core philosophy that everyone has the 
capacity to live a luxurious life if they strive for quality over quantity, sensitivity over frivolity, 
personal style and a life of fulfilment. 

https://thesimplyluxuriouslife.com/

Naomi Jane Adams
Naomi Jane Adams is a luxury travel, fashion & lifestyle influencer / creator with 20 years PR & 
Marketing experience based between the Cotswolds and London, who shares exciting and 
lavish travel stories and experiences. 

https://naomijaneadams.co.uk/

OLD BRAND NEW

Dabito, blogger, photographer, artist, décor guru, tastemaker, passionate vintage hunter, and 
lover of all things design is the founder and creative director of ‘Old Brand New’, a creative 
studio specializing in design, art direction, branding, photography, and brand partnerships, and 
is best known for his use of color and eclectic but seamless mix of modern and vintage.

http://www.oldbrandnew.com/blog
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The Road Les Traveled
Lesley Murphy, an avid travel journalist and TV personality, currently based in Los Angeles, 
writes, takes photos, and spends hours on airplanes traveling, to discover what makes a 
destination tick.

https://theroadlestraveled.com/

Jessica Carrie Lee
UCLA student Jessica is a previous luxury brand partner of Sephora, Revolve, Amazon and 
Sony, and is a beauty and lifestyle curator who offers her worldwide audience tailored 
fashion and beauty tips, and student hacks. 

https://www.jessicacarrielee.com/
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Luxury Lifestyle Awards

One World Trade Center 
Suite 8500, New York, NY 
10007, U.S.A.

+1 646 810 8764
www.luxurylifestyleawards.com
pr@luxuryawards.com
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